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Core Pain and Empathic Communion

In all sorts of relationships, we regularly bring the residue of our
conditioning and unresolved core pain with us, and it impacts
our ability to connect.

What is core pain? Have you ever felt a heaviness, a shriveling,
a sinking feeling, when someone says or does that one thing
that seems unbearable? It might precipitate a wave of anguish
that can’t be stifled or outrun. If this sounds familiar, we’re in
the neighborhood of core pain.

Core pain begins to accumulate when we’re young, as we go
through life’s inevitable painful situations. As little ones, we
don’t know how to process our reactions, and we’re unaware of
healing alternatives. The result: core pain forms deposits in our
bodies and minds. 

As adults we’re more resilient, yet core pain is still deeply
etched in our cells, murmuring its subliminal thoughts, and
sending out occasional physical daggers. Once we’re aware of
core pain’s presence, we may not recall a time that it didn’t
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whisper its presence. Still, it’s usually reluctant to emerge into
consciousness, and remains entrenched in our ego-cocoon,
which is formed through attempts to construct a protective
shield. Yet it ends up doing the opposite—it locks core pain in,
and shuts down much of life’s flow. 

Even brushes with the absolute don’t eradicate core pain’s sting
for long. Sometimes folks hope it can be taken away by a
teacher, tradition, or technique; yet many spiritual leaders have
acknowledged their own core pain, and the writings of St. John
of the Cross reverberate with it.

The unhealthy version pervades media and song lyrics of many
genres, yet in our own life, both in formal practice and in daily
living, we try to keep core pain largely off-limits. When it
remains unattended, it can cause harm, as well as blocking the
good we would do. It also keeps genuine happiness and
gratitude for life’s everyday wonders far from view.

Core pain wears many disguises: blame and grievance
collecting; negative self-images (like unworthiness); staying
overly busy; learned helplessness; and conversations about our
problems with well-intentioned folks who are unlikely to be able
to engage a healing response. Core pain sometimes erupts as an
out-of-proportion reaction to an event, as if a ticking time bomb
detonates when we’re criticized, overlooked, or have something
happen that triggers groundlessness.

People have different strategies when core pain erupts: some
withdraw in isolation, others wear it on their sleeve. Some cool
customers, and those who are prone to numbness or denial,
may appear exempt from core pain. Yet looking closer, we may
find a romantic’s broken heart beating within a cynic’s hardened
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shell.

Until core pain is addressed, peace of mind is unlikely. When
we’re finally convinced that it is impossible to ignore, what are
the necessary steps for seeing core pain as part of the path of
awakening? 

Practicing with core pain doesn’t involve dredging up old
suffering for a replay. Although painful things happened in the
past, from a practice perspective, we need to focus on what’s
on board now: our habitual patterns, the impacted bodily dis-
ease that has no medical explanation, and the decisions we’ve
made, about ourselves and life—like the belief that we’re
fundamentally defective, that we’ll be abandoned, or that
others are untrustworthy.

A meditative approach to core pain needs to be grounded in
objective, embodied compassion. Core pain may resist coming
up on cue, so we need to extend an invitation for core pain to
come up when it’s ready, and utilize an experiential meditative
approach that includes certain essentials:

• asking the question “Can I see this as my path?” letting the
memories or images move aside, and:

   ~    feeling into whatever strong sensation is present—
quivers, tightness, heaviness, sinking—saying “hello” to them,
and feeling into them for a few moments, just as they are;

   ~    considering allowing the heart’s breath to provide
company for the strong bodily sensations;

   ~    bringing to mind someone else who is experiencing
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difficulties, and extend empathic communion, or well-wishing to
them, as well as ourselves, in recognition that we all have some
kind of suffering

• concluding by allowing awareness to expand into the
environment, which can serve as a holding space for whatever
is present

Practicing with core pain is a way of depersonalizing our
conditioned associations. By objectifying the aggregates of core
pain, the observer function is strengthened, and it can help us
disidentify with “me and my difficulties.” The process can reveal
the changing nature of what seems so stuck or solid.

When core pain raises its head in daily life, we can take a
three-breath pause, to feel the sensations and heart’s breath.
This is an antidote to becoming captured by old conditioning.
It’s fine to continue for a little longer; however, trying to stay
with the pain for too long can backfire and lead us into “feely-
think” by stirring up emotion-thought and exacerbating the
residue of core pain.

Practicing with core pain activates the ability to meet adversity
with empathic awareness. It also serves our aspiration to allow
conditioning and core pain to transform into the 
life energy that fuels the flame of compassion and communion.
Paradoxically, picking up our own burden seems to lighten its
impact, and keeps others from having to deal with the collateral
damage of its upwellings.

Elizabeth Hamilton, Meditations at the Edge

Zen Center San Diego
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